How To Use The JW Library App-Windows 10

This is a Multi-Page Document showing the many Features of the JW Library App for Windows 10. It also documents many of the settings and a “How To” for getting around in the app. I’m sure this document doesn’t show everything; however, it is quite detailed and with pictures. Also, this app updates and changes from time to time so, ask for a new updated copy if yours is different than shown here. You may also need to update your version of JW Library App, which is covered in this document.

If after reading this Document you still have questions, please let me know so I can improve this Book. Also, if you find any errors, please let me know. Thanks.

Enjoy!

Proverbs 1:5
"A wise person listens and takes in more instruction;
A man of understanding acquires skillful direction"

For more details, and/or for other devices, see the links below.

Support for Windows

Support for Android

Support for iPad, iPhone, and iPod Touch
App Updates
You will receive updates from time to time for your JW Library App. This is because the App gets better with new features. Also because of glitches in the App. Usually the App will update automatically, but you can check to make sure.

Here are the steps to make sure your App is up to date.

Step 1: Locate the Microsoft Store App pictured below. May be on task bar (1) or on Start (2).
Step 2: Locate the Three Dots (menu icon) at the top right of the App, this access the menu, pictured below. Note: If you need to install the JW App, this is the place, type JW in the Search Bar to find it.
Step 3: Once you’ve clicked or touched on the **Three Dots (Menu Icon)** you will see “Downloads and updates”, pictured below, click or touch it.
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**Step 4:** Simply click or touch "Get Updates", shown below.

![Get updates button](image)

**Note:** If you see the Update Symbol Icon below on any Document or Media file, it means it needs updated.
App Icons
The App has many "Icons". Let’s have a closer look at them.

Add or Remove Translations Icon:

The Bible Icon:
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The Bookmark Icon:

The Weeks Icon (Calendar):

JW.ORG 2018
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The Cloud Icon (item not installed):

The Delete Icon:
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The Highlight Icon:

The History Icon:
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The Home Icon:

The Language Icon:
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The Marginal References Icon:

The Media Icon:
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The Meetings Icon:

The Menu Icon 1:
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The Menu Icon 2:

The Play Icon:
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The Publications Icon:

The Search Icon:
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The Settings Icon:

The View Image Icon (song book):
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The View Text Icon (song book):

The Study Notes Icon:
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The Backup and Restore Icon:

The Text Settings Icon:
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The Updates Icon:

The Refresh Icon:
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Getting Started
Once you open the App you will want to make sure that it checks for New or Updated Documents and Media. Look for the Dots running across the top of the App, as shown in the picture below (1). Also shown in picture: (2) Favorites (3) Teaching Toolbox (4) What’s New (5) Frequently Used (6) Daily Text. Also, you can Manually Check for New Items here (7). Notice the Pending Update Icon (8). Notice also the Navigation Icons on the left. Important: Don’t Try to do Anything Until it has Finished Checking for Updates!

This page is known as the “Home Page”. No matter where you are in the App you can always get back here by clicking or touching on the “Home Icon” at the top left, Home Icon shown below.
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When you click or touch the Menu Icon on the top left, the Slid-Out Menu will appear so that you can read the Listed Choices, or you can click or touch directly on the Icon of your choice, as shown below.

Besides the choices already mentioned on the “Home” page, located at the bottom are shortcuts that take you to the JW.ORG Website, JW Broadcasting, Watchtower Online Library, JW.ORG Donations, and The Online Help, as shown below.
History
The “History Icon” is located on the top right of the “Home Page” and in other areas. It can come in handy if you want to get back to something you were already reading. No matter where you are in the App, if you click or touch on a reference in the History you will be taken there immediately.
When you click or touch the History Icon a dropdown menu appears showing your History (1) and a way to clear it (2), as shown below.
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Settings
There are some Settings you may need to access. Below shows you how to access these Settings, they are located at the bottom left.

If you have Two Screens and you want the Videos and Pictures to Show on your Extended Screen, make sure this Button is set to On, as seen below.
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The Other Settings are as follows: (1) allows you to Change the Default Location to store your Videos, (2) allows you to Change the Default Location to store your Music, (3) shows the App Version, and (4) allows you to Download or Stream over your Cellular Account (if your mobile device has this option). All seen below.
Text Settings
If you want to Change the Text Size, click or touch the Text Settings Icon at the top right, as shown below.

Just click and hold, or touch and hold the Slider and Move it to the Left for Smaller Text, or to the Right for Larger Text, as shown below.
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The Bible
The Next choice on the menu is “The Bible”. Probably the most used part of the App. One thing to keep in mind, since the addition of the “New Study Bible”, you will need to Check for Updates of newly added Bible Books. Not all the Bible Books are included in the New Study Bible, yet. Therefore, as they add them you will need to update the Bible to see, use, and hear them. This will be covered in this part. First, let’s access the Bible, shown in the picture below.

Here is the Bible Icon:
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After you click or touch the Bible or Bible Icon, it will open to the Bible. However, if this is the first time you have accessed the Bible you will need to pick and download a Translation to get started. I suggest that you pick the “Study Edition”. You can also install other Translations to use for comparison, as well as, other Languages. After you have installed the Bible and want to install other Translations, other Languages, or check for updates, there is only one way to do it, click or touch the “Language Icon”, at the top right of your screen, as shown below.

Here is the Language Icon, use it anywhere to install other Languages for The Bible, Documents, and Media.
When you click or touch the Language Icon a dropdown menu will appear with the other Translations, languages, and updates, as shown below. (1) Shows this Translation is installed. (2) Shows that this Translation is NOT installed, you must click or touch it if you want it installed. (3) Shows that this Translation is installed, but in need of an update. Any Translations with this icon must be updated. Click or touch them to start the update. If it asks, “Later or Download”, choose Download. (4) Shows other Languages NOT installed. When you are done, click or touch the “Done” button (5) shown below.
You can also hear the New Study Bible by clicking or touching the “Play Button” at the top right. However, only the finished Bible Books of the Study Edition can be played.

You will see a Streaming Task Bar at the bottom of the screen now. This allows you to pause (1), rewind (2), fast forward (3), and close (4) the streaming Bible Book. This also applies to any Document you may want to listen to, as shown below.
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When you click or touch on a verse number (1) a Pop-Up Menu (2) will appear.

According to Matthew

1 Abraham became father to Isaac;

2 Isaac became father to Jacob;

3 Jacob became father to Judah and his brothers;

4 Judah became father to Pe’rez and Ze’rah by Ta’mar;

If you click or touch the Bible Icon, as shown below, it will bring up your other Translations.
Reminders
Here are some reminders when using the Bible. (1) shows your other Translations, (2) allows you to Customize your Translation order, (3) takes you back one verse, (4) moves ahead one verse, and (5) allows you to play the verse you are on.
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Customize
If you choose to Customize your Translation list, click or touch the “Customize Button”, as shown above. The Customize Menu will appear allowing you to Add a Bible Book, Remove a Bible Book, or Move a Bible Book. The Picture below shows adding a Bible Translation that is already installed.
The next picture below, show how to **Remove a Translation** from your list. This does **NOT** remove it from the App only from the list.

To download more translations, go to the Bible and tap the Languages button.

- English
  - Study Bible
  - Reference Bible
  - King James Version
  - Kingdom Interlinear
  - English
  - Byington
  - **American Standard Version**

Not Installed

- English
  - New World Translation
You can rearrange your list by clicking on the **Translation and Holding** on to it (once you’ve clicked on it, hold the left click down, do not release it), or long press it if you have a touch screen. It will release from the list and allow you to move it up or down. Let go of it when you have it in the place you want it to stay, as shown below.

![Diagram of the JW Library App with options to rearrange the list by clicking and holding.](image-url)
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Online Library
You can also View or Play the Bible on the Website, Watchtower Online Library, by clicking or touching the Three Dots (Menu Icon) in the top right corner. A menu will appear that says, “Open in Online Library”, click or touch it, as shown below.

![Image of the JW Library App interface showing the menu option to open in Online Library]
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The nice thing about Playing it on the **Online Library (1)** is that you can also start playing from any verse. If you click or touch on a **Verse (2)** you will see the **Play Icon** above it (3). Click or touch the **Play Icon** and it will begin playing from there, if it’s a **Completed Bible Book**.
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Features
You have the same features in the App Version of the Bible as you do with the Printed Version. (1) Introduction, (2) Books, (3) Index, (4) Appendix A, (5) Appendix B, (6) Appendix C, as shown below.

New World Translation of the Holy Scriptures (Study Edition)

Title Page/Publishers’ Page

An Introduction to God’s Word

Question 1: Who is God?

Question 2: How can you learn about God?

Question 3: Who wrote the Bible?
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Bookmarks
You can Bookmark Bible Verses, as well as other Publications, by clicking or touching on the verse number. A menu will appear, click or touch the Bookmark Icon, as shown below.

Here is the Bookmark Icon, click or touch it when you want to add or view a Bookmark.
Now just click or touch an empty place on the Bookmarks Menu to add it, seen below.

Click or touch “Done” when finished, shown above.
Notice in the picture below that not only did it add the Bookmark (1), but it shows a Bookmark Icon by the Bookmarked Verse (2). It’s also the same color as the Bookmark that it’s on.

To Delete the Bookmark, click or touch the Three Dots (Menu Icon) (1) and select Delete (2), as shown below.
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**Publications**
The Next choice on the menu is “Publications”. First, let’s access Publications, shown in the picture below.

Here is the Publications Icon:
Notice the Arrows down the left side, those are the different Publications you can access. First, you will need to install them. Also, once they are installed you must keep them updated, they do not update automatically. (1) shows that this Book is installed, (2) shows that this Book has been added to Favorites on the Home Page, (3) shows that this Book needs updated, click or touch it to update it, and (4) shows that this Book is NOT installed, click or touch it to install it.
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You can also remove a Publication by clicking or touching the Three Dots (Menu Icon) in the Top Right Corner of the Publication and selecting “Delete”, as shown below.

You may need to install a Publication in a different Language. Click or touch the “Language Icon”, shown below.
Start typing the **Language** you want to install in the **Search Bar**, as shown below. **Languages** start to appear on the list as you type. When you see the one you want, click or touch it to install it.
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Notice that the Page Numbers appear in small type, as shown below.

The more time you spend reading the Bible, the greater will be your satisfaction as you grow in knowledge of God’s will for you. But the delight will go far beyond that. When your reading provides you the help you need to deal wisely with problems, you will feel like the psalmist who said: “Your reminders are wonderful. That is why my soul has observed them.” (Ps. 119:129) You too will rejoice as you discern from the Scriptures principles that help to mold your thinking and your desires in a godly way.—Isa. 55:8, 9.

The Bible provides moral guidance that shields us from harm and shows us the right way. As we read it, we sense that Jehovah is a Father who knows what problems will result when we give in to imperfect fleshly desires. He does not want us to suffer the terrible consequences that will inevitably come from flouting his high moral standards. He cares about us and wants us to enjoy the best way of life. Our reading of his Word helps us to appreciate more fully what a blessing it is to have him as our God and heavenly Father.

Read the Bible Daily

The psalmist said of the man who reads God’s Word daily: “Everything he does will succeed.” (Ps. 1:3) Yes, despite our imperfections, despite our living in Satan’s wicked system of things, and despite the Devil’s efforts to devour us, regular reading and

If you want to see the Document on the full page click or touch the Icon below.
Publications Updates
From time to time your Publications will need updated. If you see “Pending Updates”, as shown below, you will need to update them.

This is the easiest way to update them. Rather than go through all your Publications, click or touch on “Pending Updates”. This will take to where they are all listed. You can click or touch on the “Download Icon” at the top right and Update them ALL at the same time, as shown below.
The Next choice on the menu is “Media”. First, let’s access Media, shown in the picture below.

Here is the Media Icon:
Video
Media is where you will find Videos, Audio, and Music Videos. This is also where you need to check for Media Updates. The picture below shows Videos.

2018 Monthly Programs

1:25:02
JW Broadcasting—January 2018: Annual Meeting 2017

2017 Monthly Programs

1:06:38
JW Broadcasting—December 2017: 143rd Gilead Graduation

1:04:21
JW Broadcasting

2016 Monthly Programs

1:04:48
JW Broadcasting—December 2016

59:22
JW Broadcasting
1. Jehovah's Attributes
2. Jehovah Is Your Name
3. Our Strength, Our Hope, Our Confidence
4. "Jehovah Is My Shepherd"
5. God's Wondrous Works
6. The Heavens Declare God's Glory
7. Jehovah, Our Strength
8. Jehovah Is Our Refuge
9. Jehovah Is Our King!
10. Praise Jehovah Our God!
11. Creation Praises God
12. Great God, Jehovah
13. Christ, Our Model
14. Praising Earth's New King
15. Praise Jehovah's Firstborn!
Media Updates
If you see “Pending Updates”, click or touch it. This will take you to the Media that needs updating.

Click or touch the Update All Icon to get all updates, as shown below.
Meetings
The Next choice on the menu is “Meetings”. First, let’s access Meetings, shown in the picture below.

Here is the Meetings Icon:
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Life and Ministry
The App knows which day of the week it is, so it will either show the Life and Ministry or Watchtower Study, depending on the day. Below shows the Mid-Week Meeting.

Life and Ministry Meeting Workbook
January 22-28
MATTHEW 8-9

- Song 17 and Prayer
- Opening Comments (3 min. or less)
**Watchtower Study**
The *Watchtower Study* (1) will show the *Study Article* for that week. You must click or touch the *Article Name (in blue)* (2) to see it, as shown below.

The *Watchtower, November 2017*

**WEEK OF JANUARY 22-28, 2018**

25 *Let Nothing Deprive You of the Prize*
Media Files
To display the Videos, Pictures, and Songs for that Meeting, you will need to click or touch the Media Icon in the top right corner, as shown below.

Below is the Media Icon:
Getting Media Files
After clicking or touching the Media Icon, it will take you to the Media Files for that Meeting. If you need to Download a Video (Cloud Icon) (1), click or touch it. A menu will appear asking you what Quality of Video you want to download (2). The higher the number the better the quality. 720p being the Best Quality, and 240p being not so good. If you have the room, the Best Quality is my suggestion. If the Publications are installed the pictures will show up, as shown below. Also, for the Weekend Meeting, the Brother’s Song for His Discourse can be accessed by clicking or touching “More Songs” (3), as shown below.

If you need to prepare for a Future Week, click or touch the Weeks Icon (calendar) in the top right corner, as shown below.
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After clicking or touching the Weeks Icon, a Menu will appear showing past, present, and future weeks. Highlighted in gray is the current week you are in (1). Click or touch a future week (2) to show that Week’s Meetings. You can also view and watch that week’s Media files.
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If you are in the Mid-Week Meeting and click or touch the Congregation Bible Study (1), you will notice that it loads on the right side of the window (study window) (2). However, if you want to go directly to that place in this Publication click or touch directly on the Book to transport you there, as shown below. This will work for any Publication or Bible Books.
CHAPTER 5

Jesus’ Birth—Where and When?

LUKE 2:1–20

- JESUS IS BORN IN BETHLEHEM
- SHEPHERDS VISIT THE BABY JESUS

Caesar Augustus, the emperor of the Roman Empire, has decreed that everyone must be registered. So Joseph and Mary must travel to the city of his birth, the city of Bethlehem, south of Jerusalem.

Many people are in Bethlehem to register. The only place that Joseph and Mary can find to
If you click or touch on a Hypertext (link) on the right side (study window), it now opens in the Same Window. Shown below is a Hypertext (link) to a Bible Verse.

Here are the results of clicking or touching that Hypertext or Link, as shown below.

45 As for the leper who has the disease, his garments should be torn and his head should be left ungroomed and he should cover over his mustache and call out, ‘Unclean, unclean!’ 46 He will be unclean the whole time that he has the disease. Since he is unclean, he should live in isolation. His dwelling place will be outside the camp.
Navigation
As you navigate around the App, especially in the Meetings Part of it, you will find that you need to get back to a previous screen or page. Look for the Arrow in the Top Left Corner, it’s your friend. See it below
If you have a Picture in the Publication, Bible, or on the Media Page (1), you can click or touch it to get a better look. Also, note your friend the arrow (2), this will take you back to the Workbook.

**Jesus Loved People**

Matthew chapters 8 and 9 cover a portion of Jesus' ministry in the region of Galilee. When Jesus healed people, he showed his power, but more important, he showed his great love and compassion for others.

1. Jesus healed a leper.—Mt 8:1-3

2. Jesus healed an army officer's servant.
   —Mt 8:5-13

He healed Peter's mother-in-law.—Mt 8:14, 15
Picture Navigation
If you click or touch on a Picture here are your choices. (1) this is where you can Minimize the Picture without closing it, (2) this is where you Close the Picture, (3) you can Advance to the Next Picture, (4) this makes the Picture Full Screen.
**Song Book**

When it comes to the Song Book you have two choices. Showing the Music, or Showing the Lyrics. If it’s on Music and you want just the Lyrics, click or touch the View Text Icon at the top right, as shown below.

**Attributes**

Isaiah 4:11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Am7</th>
<th>F/A</th>
<th>Bb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C/Bb</td>
<td>Bb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

exalted in might, on justice it stands. is your perfect love.
Likewise, if it’s on **Lyrics** and you want the **Music**, click or touch the **View Image Icon** at the top right, as shown below.

**SONG 1**

**Jehovah’s Attributes**

*(Revelation 4:11)*

1. Jehovah our God, exalted in might,  
   Creator of life and Provider of light.  
   Creation speaks of your power so grand;  
   The heavens and earth forever stand.

2. Your heavenly throne, on justice it stands.  
   To us you make known all your righteous commands.  
   And as we turn to your Word, we can see  
   Your wisdom revealed so brilliantly.
**Personal Study**

Next on the list is “Personal Study”. Let’s take a closer look.

You can use this feature when in any Publication or the Bible.

---

**Here is the Personal Study Icon:**
When you click or touch on a Bible Verse or Select Text in a Publication a Menu will appear. Click or touch the “Add a Note” Icon, as shown below.

A Blank Note will appear on the right side. Now enter a Title (1), a Note (2), and a Tag (3), as shown below.
Now when you go to your **Personal Study Notes** (1) you will see the **Notes** you created. When you get many **Tags** (2) accumulated you will be able to click or touch on a **Tag** and it will bring up all your **Notes for that Tag**. Also, you will notice that the Bible Verse or Publication will be listed at the bottom of your Note (3) so that you can go directly to it from here. **Thank You Brothers!**
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You may need to **Delete a Study Note**. Click or touch the **Menu Icon (1)**, and select **Delete (2)**, as shown below.

You can **Backup or Restore your Notes** in case of **emergencies**. Start by clicking or touching the **Backup and Restore Icon**, as shown below.
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Here is the Backup and Restore Icon:

[Image of a cloud with arrows indicating backup and restore]

Click or touch *Create a backup*, as shown below.
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By Default, it will want you to save it in your Documents Folder. If this is OK, then click or touch Save, as shown below. If not, choose another location, then select Save.

If you need to Restore a Backup, follow the same directions as above, but select Restore a Backup, as shown below.
You will need to select a Backup that has been saved (1), then click or touch Open (2), as shown below.
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Now, Select Restore, as shown below.

Finally, Select Close, as shown below. Notice the Note in the Background.
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**Features**
The App has many “Features”. Let’s look at some.

Let’s start with “Search”. You can use this feature when you are in the Bible or the Insight Book. Click or touch the Search Icon on the top right, as shown below.

Here is the Search Icon:
A dropdown menu with a Search Bar will appear. Start typing in it, as shown below.

It will give you choices to Search All (1), or Insight Book Topics (2), as shown below.
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When Searching All you’ll get a page like the one below. (1) shows Top Verses, (2) All Verses, and (3) Articles. Also, you can Search Exact Phrase or All Words (4), as shown below.

If you select the Insight Book, as shown below, you will be taken to that Topic in the Book, as shown next.
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Insight Book showing Topic of “Jesus Christ”.

JESUS CHRIST

The name and title of the Son of God from the time of his anointing while on earth

The name Jesus (Gr., Ἰησοῦς) corresponds to the Hebrew name Jeshua (or, in fuller Jehoshua), meaning “Jehovah Is Salvation.” The name itself was not unusual, many being so named in that period. For this reason persons often added further identifying, saying, “Jesus the Nazarene.” (Mr 10:47; Ac 2:22) Christ is from the Greek Ἰησοῦς Christos’, equivalent of the Hebrew maalē’ach (Messiah), and means “Anointed One.” Where expression “anointed one” was properly applied to others before Jesus, such as Mo
Aaron, and David (Heb 11:24-26; Le 4:3; 8:12; 2Sa 22:51), the position, office, or sense which these were anointed only prefigured the superior position, office, and service of Jesus Christ. Jesus is therefore preeminently and uniquely “the Christ, the Son of the God.”—Mt 16:16; see CHRIST; MESSIAH.

Prehuman Existence. The person who became known as Jesus Christ did not begin here on earth. He himself spoke of his prehuman heavenly life. (Joh 3:13; 6:38, 62; 8 42, 58) John 1:1, 2 gives the heavenly name of the one who became Jesus, saying: “beginning the Word [Gr., Lo’gos] was, and the Word was with God, and the Word was god ["was divine," AT; Mo; or "of divine being," Böhmer; Stage (both German)]. This was in the beginning with God.” Since Jehovah is eternal and had no beginning (Ps Re 15:3), the Word’s being with God from “the beginning” must here refer to the
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Highlighting
You can Highlight Text in Publications and the Bible. First, left click and drag your mouse to select the text, or touch and press with your finger. A menu will appear showing the Colored Highlight Icon, as shown below.

They Offered Themselves Willingly—in Madagascar

“When I learned of the experiences of my friends who served in areas where there was a great need for pioneers, I longed to taste that joy too,” says Sylviana, a pioneer in her mid-20’s. “But,” she adds, “I feared that being a need-greater was beyond my abilities.”

Can you relate to the feelings expressed by Sylviana? Do you too long to serve in a territory where more Kingdom workers are needed, but you wonder whether you will ever reach that goal? If that is the case, take heart! With Jehovah’s help, thousands of brothers and sisters have succeeded in overcoming obstacles that hindered them from expanding their ministry. To find out how Jehovah opened the way for some of them, we will visit Madagascar, the fourth largest island on earth.

Over the past ten years, more than 70 zealous publishers and pioneers from 11 countries have come to serve in this fruitful field in Africa, where many people respect the Bible. Also, numerous local publishers have been willing to move so as to help in spreading the...
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Once you click or touch the Highlight Icon, it will expand and give you a choice of colors, pick one, as shown below. The Text will now be Highlighted in that Color, as shown below.

They Offered Themselves Willingly—In Madagascar

“WHEN I listened to the experiences of my friends who served in areas where there was a great need for pioneers, I longed to taste that joy too,” says Sylviana, a pioneer in her mid-20’s. “But,” she adds, “I feared that being a need-greater was beyond my abilities.”

Can you relate to the feelings expressed by Sylviana? Do you too long to serve in a territory where more Kingdom workers are needed, but you wonder whether you will ever reach that goal? If that is the case, take heart! With Jehovah’s help, thousands of brothers and sisters have succeeded in overcoming obstacles that hindered them from expanding their ministry. To find out how Jehovah opened the way for some of them, we will visit Madagascar, the fourth largest island on earth.

They Offered Themselves Willingly—In Madagascar

“WHEN I listened to the experiences of my friends who served in areas where there was a great need for pioneers, I longed to taste that joy too,” says Sylviana, a pioneer in her mid-20’s. “But,” she adds, “I feared that being a need-greater was beyond my abilities.”

Can you relate to the feelings expressed by Sylviana? Do you too long to serve in a territory where more Kingdom workers are needed, but you wonder whether you will ever reach that goal? If that is the case, take heart! With Jehovah’s help, thousands of brothers and sisters have succeeded in overcoming obstacles that hindered them from expanding their ministry. To find out how Jehovah opened the way for some of them, we will visit Madagascar, the fourth largest island on earth.
Delete Highlights
You may not want to leave it Highlighted or you may have Highlighted the Wrong Section. Now what? You can Delete the Highlights. Click or touch the Highlighted area and a menu will appear, select the Delete Icon, as shown below.

They Offered Themselves Willingly—In Madagascar

“WHEN I listened to the experiences of my friends who served in areas where there was a great need for pioneers, I longed to taste that joy too,” says Sylviana, a pioneer in her mid-20’s. “But,” she adds, “I feared that being a need-greater was beyond my abilities.

Can you relate to the feelings expressed by Sylviana? Do you too long to serve in a territory where more Kingdom workers are needed, but you wonder whether you will ever reach that goal? If that is the case, take heart! With Jehovah’s help, thousands of brothers and sisters have succeeded in overcoming obstacles that hindered them from expanding their ministry. To find out how Jehovah opened the way for some of them, we will visit Madagascar, the fourth largest island on earth.

Here is the Delete Icon:
You can also Select Text and add the whole thing to a Note. Useful for talks or comments. Select the text like before, except click or touch the Add a Note Icon, as shown below.

"WHEN I listened to the experiences of my friends who served in areas where there was a great need for pioneers, I longed to have that joy too," says Sylviana, a pioneer in her mid-20's. “But,” she adds, “I feared that being a need-greater was beyond my abilities.”

Can you relate to the feelings expressed by Sylviana? Do you too long to serve in a territory where more Kingdom workers are needed, but you wonder whether you will ever reach that goal? If that is the case, take heart! With Jehovah’s help, thousands of brothers and sisters have succeeded in overcoming obstacles that hindered them from expanding their ministry. To find out how Jehovah opened the way for some of them, we will visit Madagascar, the fourth largest island on earth.

See it Added to a Note below (1), Icon Added to Paragraph as well (2), shown below.

Over the past ten years, more than 70 zealous publishers and pioneers from 11 countries* have come to serve in this fruitful field in Africa, where many people respect the Bible. Also, numerous local publishers have been willing to move so as to help in spreading the Kingdom message throughout this vast island territory. Let us get acquainted with some of them.
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You can copy the text to the Clipboard so you can Paste it onto a Document. Select the text like before, except click the Clipboard Icon, as shown below. Now you can open a Word or Text Document and Right Click and Paste, or go to the Top Menu under Edit and select Paste. You can also Copy from the Right Column (Study Window) by Right Clicking or Touching on the Selected Text.

They offered themselves willingly—in Madagascar

“WHEN I listened to the experiences of my friends who served in areas where there was a great need for pioneers, I longed to taste that joy too,” says Sylviana, a pioneer in her mid-20’s. “But,” she adds, “I feared that being a need-greater was beyond my abilities.”

Can you relate to the feelings expressed by Sylviana? Do you too long to serve in a territory where more Kingdom workers are needed, but you wonder whether you will ever reach that goal? If that is the case, take heart! With Jehovah’s help, thousands of brothers and sisters have succeeded in overcoming obstacles that hindered them from expanding their ministry. To find out how Jehovah opened the way for some of them, we will visit Madagascar, the fourth largest island on earth.

You can Bookmark this in the same way, just click or touch the Bookmark Icon, as shown below.

“WHEN I listened to the experiences of my friends who served in areas where there was a great need for pioneers, I longed to taste that joy too,” says Sylviana, a pioneer in her mid-20’s. “But,” she adds, “I feared that being a need-greater was beyond my abilities.”

Can you relate to the feelings expressed by Sylviana? Do you too long to serve in a territory where more Kingdom workers are needed, but you wonder whether you will ever reach that goal? If that is the case, take heart! With Jehovah’s help, thousands of brothers and sisters have succeeded in overcoming obstacles that hindered them from expanding their ministry. To find out how Jehovah opened the way for some of them, we will visit Madagascar, the fourth largest island on earth.